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How to apply pldt home prepaid wifi
With the resumption of classes nationwide, there’s greater need for homes to be equipped with fast and reliable internet connections so students can seamlessly attend their online classes. The country’s fastest fixed network and leading digital services provider, PLDT Home introduces an all-new and most advanced prepaid internet solution that can
be ordered hassle-free online. This all-new and improved PLDT Home Wifi Prepaid Advance unit offers LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) technology that can deliver the fastest wireless internet speeds versus the previous PLDT Home Wifi Prepaid modem. The PLDT Home Wifi Prepaid Advance modem is more efficient compared to its previous version with its
carrier aggregation features and ability to combine frequency channels that enable faster LTE speeds and better customer experience. Just like the previous PLDT Home Wifi Prepaid unit, this newly improved PLDT Home Wifi Prepaid Advance modem is a plug-and-play device that’s convenient to use, especially for school-age children (with adult
supervision) at home. Customers can also buy the PLDT Home Wifi Prepaid Advance unit via GrabMart. Every device comes with free 10GB valid for 7 days so customers can immediately browse online and can be reloaded through GrabApp using the GrabPay wallet, Paymaya, myPLDT Smart app, or through PLDT Home and Smart’s retailers
nationwide. Customers can also choose from a wide array of Prepaid FamLoad options for bigger data packages tailor-fitted to their needs. For a limited time only, customers can instantly avail of their own PLDT Home Wifi Prepaid Advance unit for only P1995 to enjoy uninterrupted and fastest wireless connectivity at home. Customers can order a
unit through the PLDT Home website ( and receive their order quickly via Grab Express service. Purchases can either be paid through debit or credit card for cashless delivery, or cash-on-delivery. The PLDT Home Wifi Prepaid Advance is available for a limited time only. The original price of Php 2,495 is slashed to just Php 1,995 only until November
30 to allow customers to take advantage of this advanced and affordable internet device in time for the opening of the school year. This timely offer is part of PLDT Home’s efforts to bring more online-driven services, boosting their already significant digital presence amid the new normal. With a more advanced technology, PLDT Home answers the
needs of more Filipino families for a reliable and fast internet connection so they can do their work, attend online classes, and likewise be entertained online, in the new normal. For more information about PLDT Home Wifi Prepaid Advance, visitwww.pldthome.com/homewifi. ADVT Read Next Don't miss out on the latest news and information.
Subscribe to INQUIRER PLUS to get access to The Philippine Daily Inquirer & other 70+ titles, share up to 5 gadgets, listen to the news, download as early as 4am & share articles on social media. Call 896 6000. We take pride in being one of the pioneers of e-commerce in the Philippines and are truly grateful to obtain recognition for what we do.
Aside from being hailed as a Go Negosyo Awardee, 12 Young Starpreneur Awardee, and Multiply Philippines’ Best Online Store in 2011, we were also featured in several major publications, including the Philippine Daily Inquirer, Philippine Star, and Entrepreneur Magazine. Major TV and radio networks, such as ABS-CBN, GMA, Studio 23, GMA
News TV, ANC, Radio Aksyon, and DZRH have also mentioned Kimstore as the country’s go-to online store for quality electronics. As we continue to grow and work hard to provide the best deals and only the best products, we are also committed to staying connected with our customers through various social media platforms. Want to stay updated
with our best deals, price drops, contests, and the latest news in the tech world? We invite everyone to join our community of three million on Facebook, Twitter fanbase, currently at 10,000+ fans and growing our Instagram followers at 180,000+ followers! “Your most trusted online gadget store,” is a testament to the company’s vision to delight its
customers with quality electronics, from well-known brands to upcoming new brands. With a continuously growing product portfolio and the best deals, customers can expect nothing but an exciting and convenient shopping experience, online or offline. Best priced electronics, KIMSTORE has got you covered! CASH ON DELIVERY. Paying for your
transactions is easy, even without a credit card! Kimstore is one of the first online stores to offer this payment to ensure customers that they are getting what they pay for, and only purchase from a trusted source. Payment upon delivery also helps build trust because customers only pay for the item once they have an opportunity to personally inspect
the product. HASSLE-FREE ONLINE and RETAIL SHOPPING. Gadget addicts have 24/7 access to well-known electronics brands and over 1200 products. Kimstore also offers nationwide delivery and offers the option of a meet-up or pick up at 12 partner stores across the country. EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE. Kimstore has all the channels
covered! Any product can be returned within 7 or 14 days upon delivery depending on the type of product purchased. The Customer Service team can assist you with any of your questions via email, mobile phone or messenger. BEST DEALS IN ELECTRONICS. Kimstore offers weekly deals and discounts for new and loyal customers from its wide
product line! Enjoy discounts and special freebies when you purchase an item from Kimstore! Discounts are guaranteed across all categories, and you get the best priced Electronics too! Don’t miss on great offers and deals. Subscribe to Ninang Kim’s newsletter to get updated with promos like Ninang Kim’s Best of the Best for 2019 MOBILE
PHONESApple, Samsung, Google, Asus, Blackberry HTC, Huawei, LG, Nokia, One Plus, Oppo, Phonix, Razer, Sony, Vivo, Xiaomi, AUDIO ACCESSORIES (Headphones, Earphones, Audio Devices, Bluetooth Speakers)Audley, Elliot Audio, Emblem, Encore Sounds, Equinox, Exceedo, Hermano, Kingsley, Langford, Mandalay, Marshe, Powerhouse
Voyager, Proton, Sembrandt, Virtuoso, Zeon, AnkerCAMERAS, ACTION CAMERAS and CAMERA ACCESSORIESCanon, DJI, Fujifilm, GoPro, Jackpod, Kodak, Millerton, Nikon, Olympus, Pacific Gears, Pov Gear, Prestigio, Sigma, Smartree, Sony, Supremo, Vuelo, ZinkedPORTABLE DATA STORAGEApricot, Samsung, Transcend, WD, SandiskLAPTOP
AND TABLET PCs and ACCESSORIESApple, Samsung, The ErgonomistHOME, BEAUTY AND WELLNESS ELECTRONICSAlani, Prestigio, Aroma Naturale, Coolaris, O’Healthy, Nimbus, Serenmist, Zenith, Sigmax, ZaprontoMOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIESDJI, Krusell, Prestigio, Screen Sergeant, Spigen, Vuelo, Whoosh!POWER SOLUTIONSAnker,
Power Punch, Power Core, Powerhouse Voyager, Caribo, Jaguar, Le Blanc, Le Cord, Lewis, Midas, Millerton, Molino, Phobos, Powerline, Quantum, Uno MundoSMART WEARABLESGarmin, Spigen, Atmos Fit, V-FitBAGS, ORGANIZERS AND TRAVEL ACCESSORIESGearguard, Millerton, ParadigmSECURITY AND CAR GADGETS (Dash cam, CCTV
recorders, GPS)Accudash, Transcend, Xiaomi, Alta, Prestigio, Second Eye, Vertex, UlyssesOTHERS (Underwater Accessories, Printers, Gaming Supplies)Pacific Gears, Snapweiss, Animazing!, Champ, FC Pocket, Scion, Presto Price Speed Coverage Download Quota If you just need the basics from your broadband connection then the PLDT Home DSL
Famplan 1299 would provide the best value for you. With reliable service and far-reaching coverage from PLDT, you don’t need to worry about losing network connectivity. Basic, Best Value Plan When choosing the right package for your internet connection, there are a lot of factors that you should consider. The speed, data quota, and most
importantly the price. For an affordable monthly fee, you can enjoy unlimited internet with PLDT Home DSL Famplan 1299. Whether you’re looking to browse through websites, check emails, or engage with friends via social media, this plan will accommodate the basic online needs of your whole family. Broadband Package Features This plan will
provide speeds of up to 3 Mbps of unlimited DSL connection for the entire family. It also includes a landline for unlimited calls covering the same city or province. If you’re also on the go, you can get a pocket WiFi with the Smart Bro add-on plan for as low as ₱299 a month. Take note that there’s a required lock-in period of 24 months when
subscribing to this package. Fees and Charges The standard service fee for this plan is ₱1,299 per month. Aside from the monthly service fee, there will also be a modem and installation fee of ₱2,300. There’s also the option of paying these fees on an installment basis at ₱109 per month for 24 months. Getting unlimited internet for your home has
never been this affordable. Promos and Discounts Buy a PLDT Home WIFI Prepaid and get an additional 20GB bonus data. Starting from November 28 to December 28, 2020, get an extra 10GB data on top of the 10GB preloaded volume when you purchase a PLDT Home Wifi device. The device must be activated during the promo period to qualify for
bonus data. Take advantage of this offer and avail this promo now! View our entire list of PLDT DSL plans so you can compare the features and choose the package that fits your family’s broadband needs. Published: July 29, 2021 | Posted by: Moneymax | Personal FinanceWhen choosing an internet service provider, PLDT is usually the top choice of
Filipinos due to its nationwide coverage and affordable plans. However, with so many providers in the market, it is important to know how to find the best internet service deal. Let’s review the available PLDT plans for 2021 and how they differ.First Things First: What is PLDT’s Main Service Now?When it comes to connectivity services, PLDT has
cemented its strong reputation through its Direct Subscriber Line (DSL) internet services. However, PLDT no longer offers this service. Its flagship service now is the Fibr connection.[1]You may ask about the difference between DSL and Fibr. PLDT DSL delivers internet connection using copper wire technology. Fibr, on the other hand, uses fiber
optic technology where the internet connection comes from light signals running through thin glass wires.[2]According to PLDT, its Fibr connection can deliver speeds up to 1Gbps. Unlike DSL, a fiber connection makes equal upload and download internet speeds possible, thus allowing you to send data as fast as you can receive it from others.Read
more:What are the PLDT Plans for 2021?PLDT offers internet services in two categories: Fibr and Home Biz Fibr. Each category has two types of services.PLDT FibrUnlimited Fibr – Unlimited internet access bundled with a landline serviceFibr Plus – Unlimited internet access bundled with a landline service and mesh WiFi points to prevent no dead
spots in your homePLDT Home Biz FibrAsenso Fibr – Package for at-home entrepreneurs and small businessesUpgrade Asenso Fibr – Services for existing PLDT subscribers looking to upgrade their internet for businessHere’s a more detailed guide to PLDT Plans for 2021.PLDT Fibr PlansUnlimited Fibr PlansThis PLDT Fibr service is best for small to
medium families. You can go for a starter PLDT Fibr plan under this category if you’re just dipping your toes into the the company’s services.Fibr Plus PlansPlans under Fibr Plus are perfect for larger families who live in larger homes. Each plan comes with a set of mesh points, which can be installed throughout the house, to make sure that there will
be no dead spots. Likewise, these plans are perfect for PLDT subscribers who are planning to upgrade.PLDT Home Biz Fibr PlansAsenso Fibr PlansThese plans are ideal for enterprising individuals who are starting a business at home or for those migrating to a small shop.Upgrade Asenso Fibr PlansIf you have already maintained a solid stream of
income and you want to invest more in your tech infrastructure, you can upgrade your existing Asenso Fibr Plan to a much more advanced package. Here are your choices:How to Apply for a PLDT PlanYou can easily apply for a PLDT Plan for 2021 online. Here are the steps you need to follow.Go to the PLDT Home website (pldthome.com).Pick the
plan that you want to avail. Click “Apply Now.”You’ll then be directed to a page where PLDT will perform a coverage check.[3] Provide your address so that PLDT can determine if its service covers your neighborhood.If it’s determined that your neighborhood is covered by PLDT, fill out the application form. You’ll also be required to attach a picture of
your valid government-issued ID.Once you’ve completed your application, PLDT will send you a confirmation through email or SMS. You’ll also receive a call within 24 to 48 hours for the validation of your application details.How to Upgrade to Another PLDT Fibr PlanIf you’re a current PLDT plan subscriber, you can also apply for an upgrade online.
Here are the things that you need to do.Go to the PLDT Home website.Pick the plan that you want to avail. Click “Upgrade Now.”You’ll then be directed to the application page. Provide your 10-digit account number, existing PLDT landline number, and personal details.After reviewing your application details, click on “Submit.”Note: Applications for
PLDT Fibr plan upgrades are subject to account validation and existing credit policies within 24 to 48 hours.Is There a PLDT Fibr Installation Fee?For PLDT Unlimited Fibr and Fibr Plus plans, installation and activation are free of charge. For Home Biz Fibr plans, installation and modem fees up to PHP 3,000 will be waived.Do PLDT Plans for 2021
Have a Lock-in Period?PLDT plans for 2021 typically have a 36-month lock-in period (three years). If you’re upgrading to a discounted plan, there will be an additional lock-in period of 12 months.Final ThoughtsWhen choosing a PLDT plan, consider your budget and daily internet usage. If you’re a heavy internet user that regularly downloads content
and streams video simultaneously, PLDT Unli Fibr plans are your best bet. If you only browse the web occasionally, perhaps a prepaid PLDT Home WiFi will suit you best.Related articles: Sources:With a goal to help Filipinos lead healthier financial lives, Moneymax regularly publishes tips and tricks on personal finance and lifestyle, among many other
topics. For more finance-related news and articles, follow Moneymax on Linkedin. For people on-the-go, mobile workers, travel junkies, or even those whose area isn’t served yet by PLDT Home Fibr, the PLDT Home Prepaid WiFi is one of the highly recommended home devices that is affordable and reloadable. It cost only P1,999 and it comes with a
5G Smart SIM card.If you are a subscriber to Tech Patrol’s YT Channel, you already know that I have three (3) videos about Prepaid WiFi kits — One is the Smart LTE-A WiFi, and two videos I talked about the PLDT Home Prepaid WiFi.In this article, I’d like to share with you five (5) features that I love about having a portable prepaid device that can
let me play and work at the same time.High-speed internetPLDT Home Prepaid is powered by Smart’s fastest mobile network, that’s why you expect a high-speed internet experience much like what you have in your smartphones. Here’s one of the speed tests I did at home.PLDT Home WiFi Speed TestThe hack on how to get this speed is to test the
device in all areas of your home. The best possible areas are: near the window, in the kitchen, or in your living room. The key is to test. When you find the most optimized speed, put the device there and enjoy.Pay as you needSince it is a prepaid device, you can manage your expenses. If you are expecting family friends coming over the weekend, it
may be wise to subscribe to a high-bandwidth prepaid so that everybody can enjoy binge-watching movies and whatnots.You can check out Teknogadyet’s List of PLDT FAMLOAD Promos for PLDT Home Prepaid WiFi at this link. The cheapest load you can avail for the weekend for everybody is PLDT FAMLOAD VIDEO 199.Should you decide to buy
this Holiday season, you can do so thru PLDT’s official resellers and have it delivered to you for free.Manage your data using myPLDT Smart appmyPLDT Smart Mobile AppTo fully optimize your data, you can download the myPLDT Smart Mobile App. When installed, you can manage all your accounts in PLDT, Smart, & TnT. That’s your one-stop app!
You can monitor your data usage in real-time, check your balance and pay bills, discover new exciting offers, and customize your plan with just a few taps.Download the Android mobile app here.Bonus: It is just P995 on Lazada todayPLDT Home Prepaid WiFi LazadaIf you buy it on Lazada, it is currently P995 instead of the sale price of P1,995. It
already comes with free 10 GB – valid for 7 days!.BUT IT NOW ON LAZADA
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